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LA RÉSIDENCE DE LA PINÈDE

Cradled by century-old cypress trees, La Résidence de la Pinède is a haven of tranquillity on the Mediterranean Sea,
ideal for escapades at the heart of mythical Saint-Tropez or seaside pleasures on its own hotel beach. With only 31
rooms and suites, this Tropezian hideaway designed by Jean-Michel Wilmotte offers an inviting and private
atmosphere for a romantic holiday or stay with friends.
With a Guerlain Spa and the vibrant creativity of Chef Arnaud Donckele, La Résidence de la Pinède is an unmissable
destination for an indulgent interlude on the Bay of Saint-Tropez.

ACCESS
La Résidence de la Pinède is located at the entrance of Saint-Tropez on the
beach of Bouillabaisse, a few minutes from the village centre.
The hotel is located:
• 115 km from Nice International Airport – Côte d’Azur
• 60 km from Toulon – Hyères Airport
• 17 km from La Môle Airport
• Helicopter connections possible from Nice International Airport –
Côte d’Azur
The hotel features an enclosed private parking lot, valet parking as well as
a dock for the reception of private boat charters.
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SAINT-TROPEZ MAP

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

LA RÉSIDENCE
DE LA PINÈDE

BY CAR
5 min from the city centre

BY WALKING
15 min from the city centre
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ROOMS & SUITES

An authentic, charming estate with 31 rooms and suites, La Résidence de la Pinède is a true haven of Mediterranean
relaxation. Decorated in a contemporary style by renowned designer Jean-Michel Wilmotte, each room has a
distinctive personality and thoughtful details in an inviting colour palette of nautical blue and warm ivory. The spirit
of the hotel is inspired by the colours of the surrounding panoramic views. The genuine welcome and caring service
make this a location treasured by regulars.
Guestrooms offer breath-taking views of the woodland pines or Bay of Saint-Tropez. Most rooms feature a terrace or
spacious balcony embalmed by the scent of pine trees.

La Résidence de la Pinède features:
• 21 Rooms from 25 sqm to 35 sqm
• 5 Junior Suites from 40 sqm to 50 sqm
• 3 Suites from 50 sqm to 55 sqm
• 2 signature Duplex Suites from 55 sqm to 85 sqm
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CULINARY ARTS

CHEF ARNAUD DONCKELE

LA TERRASSE

The youngest French chef awarded three stars by the
coveted Michelin Guide, Arnaud Donckele arrived at
La Vague d’Or in 2005. Since then, he imagines a
gastronomic cuisine inspired by the flavours of
Provence. A true artisan of taste, Arnaud Donckele
sculpts each ingredient, extracting the essence and
revealing distinctively subtle aromas.

For a casual lunch by the sea, La Terrasse offers
modern, relaxed cuisine with hints of the
Mediterranean,
highlighting
local,
seasonal
ingredients. La Terrasse restaurant is open daily for
lunch from 12:30 pm to 3:00 pm.

LA VAGUE D’OR ***
The cuisine of Arnaud Donckele is a veritable journey
to the heart of Provence. Between land and sea, at the
crossroads of flavours and inspiration, Chef Donckele
indulges guests in a magical immersion into his
gustatory universe. His masterful creativity tailors an
unparalleled experience where each dish is a natural
canvas in which he paints delicate and bold medleys.
The gastronomic restaurant La Vague d’Or is open
nightly from 7:30 pm to 10:00 pm.

LE BAR
With a nautical-inspired décor, Le Bar invites all to a
refreshing interlude. Coveted classics and signature
cocktails created by the head barman, as well as
prestigious cuvées of champagne may be enjoyed in
the cosy atmosphere of the bar, at the poolside, or on
the hotel beach.
To complete this moment of relaxation, a gourmet
menu offers a selection of light bites and dishes
inspired by flavours of the Mediterranean.
Le Bar is open daily from 9:00 am to 1:00 am.
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ACTIVITIES & EXPERIENCES

EXCLUSIVE BEACH
The white sandy beach of Bouillabaisse hosts sixty
loungers in a privileged setting for a break by the sea.
A beach attendant is at guests’ disposal for
refreshments and assistance with available water
activities. The beach is open daily from 9:00 am to
7:00 pm.

INFINITY POOL
Continually at 30 degrees, the infinity pool extends
the sweet sensation of a swim and pleasantly
enlivens the hotel. The pool is open daily from 8:00
am to 7:00 pm.

WATER ACTIVITIES
To complete the water activities offered by the beach
attendant, a wide range of experiences is also
available upon request from the Concierge. For an
idyllic moment amongst family or friends, a boat
excursion is the perfect opportunity to discover the
Golden and Porquerolles Islands, the National Park of
Port-Cros, the hidden coves of Escalet as well as local
beaches.

GUERLAIN SPA
In a welcoming atmosphere of serenity, Guerlain has
created a wide range of massages and treatments,
specially conceived for La Résidence de la Pinède.
The Spa features four treatment rooms and the
Orchidée Salon, an exclusive room for a unique wellbeing experience. For complete relaxation, a
hammam, experience shower, snow shower, ice
fountain, fitness centre and confidential hair salon
offer a refreshing break after a day basking in the
Saint-Tropez sun.

DISCOVER SAINT-TROPEZ & SURROUNDINGS
Every summer, the mythical village spurs to life. At
the heart of Saint-Tropez, the famed Place des Lices is
a place not to be missed. By day, it is a live-theatre of
pétanque. By night, the coveted champagne bar at
White 1921 is a bubbly place to taste rare vintages.
For shopping, prestigious brands from Louis Vuitton,
to Dior and Fendi as well as historic names such as
Manufacture Cogolin and Rodini line the square.
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